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story than Pip Chaser's long, aggressive, commanding and yet
apparently impersonal key. How feeble beside it was Edward
Albert's " Er—mean t'say". How spurious those long
records of empty phrasing with which the public speaker
holds his audience in a state of passive nothingness while he
recovers the straying argument that has slipped away f^orn his
wits!
The last thing a speaker or writer can perceive is his own
limitation, and with that the critical hearer and reader must
deal.   In this story, subject to that qualification, there is a
sustained attempt to render life, and particularly one specimen
life and group of lives, as starkly as possible, and every
individual is shown as truthfully as the writer's ability permits.
And they all, in addition to a general laxness, have their
peculiar phrasing and mannerisms and patches of verbal
shoddy.   Every one of them and everyone you know.
So hy for the merry merry Best Man !
He spent the eve of the appointed day in a vigorous
rehearsal of Edward Albert.   He had thrown himself into the
task with an ever-growing enthusiasm.   He found something
delightful in our hero which was evidently lost upon the rest
of the world.   And he loved management.   He was born
knowing, as his wife said, he had never 'once looked back
from that bright start, and he had an extraordinary detailed
knowledge of where and when and how to buy the smartest
things at the lowest price for every occasion.
" We'll have this right to the last button, Teddy* We'll
get photographers from the society papers outside the church.
I know a man. . . . How are they to know who we are and
who we aren't ? . . . Oh, yotfll be all right, if you don't
give way in the middle. Like—hy—shutting a knife, I
mean."
He paraded himself and Edward Albeit up and down the
bedroom.   He took his arm and spun him round to the look-
ing-glass.   " Look at us !  Pip and Tewler, arrayed for the
altar,   What's a funeral to this sort of thing ? I ask you/*
" You know I didn't count on all this.**
" Exactly. That's where / come in. Now then, my orphan

